
Pixilation as a masterpiece
12 a.m.  J. K. Tyl Theatre

Today, the Argentinian juror Juan Pablo 
Zaramella will introduce the visitors to his 
films. The author has won renown with his 
perfectly pixilated masterpiece Luminaris  
but the range of techniques used by this La-
tin American master animator is much wider 
and includes puppet animation, claymation 
and a combination animation with live-ac-
tion shots.

Meet Adam Elliot
4 p.m.  J. K. Tyl Theatre

One of Anifilm’s star guests this year is the 
independent Australian director Adam Elliot, 
author of unique “clayographies” and the 
famous feature Mary and Max. You can meet 
him in person today at a friendly moderated 
meeting and learn a little about his art – for 
example how he breathes life into his char-
ming clay outsiders.

Game stars galore
11 a.m.  Zlatá Hvězda

How hard/easy was it to make the animated 
film Plug & Play into a game? We’ll learn at 
11:00 a.m. from its author Michael Frei. At 
1:00 p.m., François Alliot from the British 
studio Nerial will talk about what writing the 
script for his hit game Reigns was like, and 
at 2:30 p.m., Luke Whittaker from State of 
Play will share his experience with the use 
of hand-made paper worlds in his games. 
The stars will be definitely out at the Zlatá 
Hvězda Hotel today.

Tips for today

Exhibitions
10:00 – 18:00  Jiří Šalamoun: Giant Dog of Animation  (House of Štěpánek Netolický)
10:00 – 18:00  Puppets Are Alive!  (House of Štěpánek Netolický)
10:00 – 18:00  Italian Animation  (J. K. Tyl Theatre – Foyer)
10:00 – 18:00  Room  (Festival centre)

music programme  programme change
23:00  DJ Sestra  (Festival tent)  14:30 – 15:30  Indie Menu: Beautiful and  
      Smart Computer Games / Lukáš Kunce
      (Zlatá hvězda)

theatre
10:00  Story of the Old Wolf or the Truth about the Red Riding Hood  (Castle park)

ACCOMPANYING PROGRAMME
13:30  Meeting with filmmakers  (Castle Café)

Festival Center 
08:00 – 20:00  Samsung VR zone a Game zone  (1st floor)
08:00 – 20:00  Alza virtual zone  (2nd floor)

Children
,
s playroom

10:00 –18:00  Festival center  (1st floor)

The Oddsockeaters: CGI was a logical choice

Who came up with the idea to make  
The Oddsockeaters book into a film?
 Galina Miklínová: The idea, or rather 
the impulse came from our friend Láďa 
Horáček who published the book. One day 
we were on our way to Litomyšl when he 
casually suggested I turned it into an ani-
mated feature since I was already making 
my own animated films. Láďa then took 
me to see the producer Ondřej Trojan who 
asked for 14 days to think about it and later 
called to say he was in.

What convinced Alkay Animation Pra-
gue to co-produce the film?
 Petr Horák: I believe the film has a po-
tential to become a commercial success 
both in the Czech Republic and abroad, 
making it a good investment that is sure to 
return in the future.
 Galina Miklínová: I have been 
working with Peter for years and I have 
always enjoyed our collaboration. I think he 
understands my artistic style and he always 

tries to accommodate my technological ne-
eds. Besides, The Oddsockeaters are a dream 
project for any animation studio, so I think 
it was a no-brainer.

Were you not concerned that the 
original 2D illustrations would lose their 
charm when transformed into 3D?
 Galina Miklínová: On the contrary. 
The Oddsockeaters are a great material for 
a 3D animated film. CGI makes it easier for 
child viewers to understand and accept the 
world we have created. CGI was therefore 
 a logical choice. It allowed us to use rea- 
listic animation to carefully balance out 
the fantastic fiction of the story and create 
a believable world. We leveraged its poten-
tial in rendering the physical aspect of the 
Oddsockeaters who are made of textiles 
instead of flesh and bone. 
 Petr Horák: Besides, we needed to 
raise the technological and qualitative 
standards compared to our earlier projects 
to meet the artistic goals set for this film. 

We knew we wouldn’t be able to produce 
a film on par with American animation stu-
dios in Czech conditions, but at the same 
time we didn’t want to end up with some 
second-rate “plastic-looking” CGI film.
 Galina Miklínová: The visual aspect is 
as important in my animated films as it is in 
my book illustrations. As the author of the 
original illustrations portraying Oddsoc-
keaters as an “animal species”, I wanted 
to preserve the artistic intent – to set the 
film apart from common 3D animated 
films with the authenticity of the drawings 
– which eventually led us to hand-paint 
all the modelled objects covered in the 
various textures we produced for them. We 
managed to reduce the visual artificiality 
that tends to afflict films made with this 
technology and succeed in making the 
objects, particularly the characters, feel 
more authentic.

Interview continues at the next page     →

This year’s competitors for the best feature film included The Oddsockeaters,  
an ambitious Czech CGI film. We have prepared an interview with its director,  
artist and script co-author Galina Miklínová, and Petr Horák, the head of the  
Alkay Animation Prague studio which co-produced the film.
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We’d like to invite you to today’s screening 
of the cult film The Fabulous Baron Munchau-
sen that has received a “facelift” after more 
than fifty years. The film has been digitally 
restored thanks to the Čistíme svět fantazie 
(Cleaning the World of Fantasy) project, the 
partners of the České bijáky (Czech Pics) 
Foundation, the Karel Zeman Museum, and 
Czech Television in cooperation with Univer-
sal Production Partners (UPP). When making 
this unique adaptation of the famous book 
by Gottfried August Bürger, Zeman took 
inspiration from the engravings in its original 
edition created by one of 19th century’s 
most important illustrators, Gustav Doré. 
The director brightened the black and white 
images by tinting the film and by using 
various colours as indicators of different mo-
ods and surprising plot twists. The fantastic 
adventure – spiced up with unique tricks and 
humorous gags – won many international 
awards including awards at the festivals in 
Cannes and Locarno.

Along with “Italian Delicacies” we’ve also 
included on the menu a selection of treats 
from South Korea to give European viewers 
a taste of authentic Korean animation. The 
selected films are less known, independent, 
and thanks to their intimate nature and 
emphasis on the artistic aspect they go quite 
well with the Italian neo-pictorial films. The 
curators described the screening block entit-
led Planetarium floridly: “Our selection reflects 
the universe we live in through animated works 
that reveal our experiences, relationships with 
other people, and the darker side of Korean 
society. Planetarium is a truly cosmic stage 
where the individual films are asking question 
about our very existence as they study the 
shape of the universe, share the stories of the 
inhabitants of our planet and reconquer the 
stars.” The reconquest begins today at 8:30 
p.m. in the Puppet Theatre.

Blue Effect is a horror first-person shooter 
designed specifically for virtual reality. It was 
developed by the Czech studio DIVR Labs 
and has been a well-deserved international 
success since its launch. As one of its develo-
pers, Jaroslav Stehlík spent countless hours 
working on it and therefore knows it in and 
out. He will talk about the game’s develo-
pment and give the visitors tips on how to 
survive it. You can watch him play today at 
5:30 p.m. at the Zlatá Hvězda Hotel!

The baron  
is fabulous again

Independent South 
Korean animation Blue Effect in VR

Why did the Croatian co-producer join  
the project?
 Petr Horák: The Croatian co-producer 
Arsen Anton Ostojić and his family are my 
friends of many years. When Arsen saw the 
first sneak peeks of The Oddsockeaters and 
found out that the book had already been 
published in Croatian, he asked to co-produ-
ce the film and applied for a Croatian grant 
which he eventually won.

What did you find challenging about  
the film’s production and direction?
 Petr Horák: As this was a feature-length 
film, the hardest thing was to come up with 
technological procedures that would make 
it possible for a small team to maintain the 
artistic and quality standards we had initially 
set for the project throughout the whole 
production process. The second greatest 
challenge was getting such team together 
and keeping it working at full steam for 
three years in the conditions we have in the 
Czech Republic, which don’t really favour 
animation.
 Galina Miklínová: What I found the 
most difficult as the co-author of the script, 
the artist and the director, besides solving 
a multitude of smaller problems, was keeping 
the project above the quality standard we 
had set for it. I had to keep constantly revie-
wing, fixing, waiting, polishing, motivating, 
accepting criticism, criticising… and so on. 

How long did it take to get the project 
from concept to premier?
 Galina Miklínová: It took us seven 
years to finish. We started working on the 
concept in February 2009 and kept develo-
ping it. We produced 10 versions of the script 
and simultaneously developed technological 
and artistic tests. Then we began working 
on the animatics, which took two years. This 
phase was followed by modelling, layouts, 
texturing, rigging, simulation testing, 
animation, lighting, rendering, compositing, 
postproduction… These were the four most 
frantic years of my life and many of the 
production phases overlapped, even those 
that weren’t supposed to. 
 Petr Horák: ...and it took some 3.5 years 
to complete the visual part of the film – from 
the moment we had the script and graphic 
concepts till its premier.

Do you plan to film other volumes of  
the book series as well?
 Galina Miklínová: Definitely not imme-
diately after the first film. I would need some 
time before embarking on such adventure 
again. A lot of time. I’m currently considering 
working on a different topic, but that would 
be an adult art film, so a complete opposite. 
But hey, never say never. That’s what is 
exciting about this job.
 Petr Horák: I sincerely hope we will get 
to film more books of the series in the future.
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The Oddsockeaters (Galina Miklínová, 2016)


